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World media spreads COVID-19 fear propaganda
In January 2020, disturbing videos emerged from China showing people
collapsing in the streets and others responding in full biohazard suits.1 At
this point it’s clear that these were highly exaggerated fear propaganda.
In the US, the propaganda emphasized hospital overflows with headlines
like “Hospitals overflowing with bodies in US epicenter of virus”,2 but New
York Governor Andrew Cuomo later admitted on CNN that “Hospitals
were never overwhelmed.”3 Most temporary overflow hospitals around the
country were never used.4

COVID-19 death counts are “lies, damned lies, and statistics”
The Illinois public health director explained that “even if you died of a clear
alternate cause, but you had COVID at the same time, it’s still listed as
a COVID death.”5 Additionally, the PCR tests used to detect COVID-19
have high levels of false positives.6 You could make the common cold look
like a major pandemic during cold season by counting this way because
there are around 2.8 million total deaths per year in the US,7 so many
people would coincidentally die while having a cold, and thus get counted
as cold deaths.

Established CDC pandemic plans abandoned
The CDC’s 2017 pandemic influenza plans8 mention recommendations for
temporary school closures and cancelling mass gatherings in extreme cir-
cumstances, but there is no mention of lockdowns or anything else that
violates constitutional rights. And it only recommended mask wearing for
ill persons in high severity pandemics.

Experts denounce lockdowns in Great Barrington Declaration
Three esteemed professors of medicine, epidemiology, and public health
from Harvard, Oxford, and Stanford wrote the Great Barrington Declara-
tion in October 2020 which denounced the lockdowns and recommended
a better approach.9 Dozens of other experts co-signed and nearly 900,000
individuals signed online. A FOIA request found that NIH director Francis
Collins emailed Anthony Fauci about the declaration saying, “This pro-
posal from three fringe epidemiologists who met with the Secretary seems
to be getting a lot of attention - and even a co-signature from Nobel Prize
winner Mike Leavitt at Stanford. There needs to be a quick and devastating
published take down of its premises.”10

Sweden maintains lower COVID-19 fatality rate than US despite
no lockdown
Sweden was attacked by the media for choosing to stick with established
pandemic response protocols instead of following the herd into lockdowns.11

But two years into the pandemic, as of December 2021, Sweden’s COVID-
19 fatality count amounts to 0.15%12 of its population versus 0.24%13 for
the United States. And Japan is at 0.015%14 with no lockdown. Lockdowns



were a complete failure and there was never any science behind them, yet
rulers never apologized for their crimes against humanity and continue im-
posing restrictions.

Promising COVID-19 treatments suppressed
Many scientific studies15 found that Vitamin D,16 Hydroxychloroquine,17

Ivermectin,18 and other treatments improved COVID-19 outcomes signif-
icantly, but discussion19 of these by leading scientists was censored20 and
doctors were forbidden from prescribing them under threat of losing their
medical licenses.21

COVID-19 vaccines are neither safe nor effective
There have been more than twice as many reported deaths following COVID-
19 vaccination than for all other vaccines combined since 1990.22 The offi-
cial figure for the US is over 9,00023 and experts believe that “fewer than 1%
of vaccine adverse events are reported” so it could be much higher.24 The
CDC has acknowledged heart-related issues from the mRNA vaccines.25 In
a censored26 interview,27 mRNA vaccine pioneer Robert Malone expressed
serious concerns about the vaccines. Also, an investigation commissioned
by a highly reputable medical journal raised issues with Pfizer’s vaccine
trial.28 Facebook’s censorship of the publication was sternly rebuked by
the journal.29 Soon after being bombarded with the CDC’s mantras of
“safe and effective”30 and the “pandemic of the unvaccinated”,31 we dis-
covered that the vaccines do not prevent infection or transmission.32 This
makes the idea of vaccine mandates and passports all the more absurd.

FDA grants fake approval of COVID-19 vaccine
In August 2021, the FDA granted approval to a vaccine called Comirnaty
which is the same formula as the emergency use authorized Pfizer vaccine,
but the two are legally distinct. FDA approval is supposed to come with
liability for the manufacturer, but even after the approval they are still
administering the unapproved version to dodge liability while opening the
door to mandates and tricking people into believing they are getting an
approved product.33 The FDA also wants to keep its vaccine data hidden
for 55 years.34

Fauci lies to congress; denies funding coronavirus engineering at
Wuhan lab
A FOIA release35 confirmed that American tax dollars were sent to an
organization called EcoHealth Alliance that funneled the money to the
Wuhan lab that was doing research36 on engineering bat coronaviruses to
infect humans. Fauci denied this under oath to congress. Professor Richard
Ebright declared37 that Fauci was untruthful and the NIH contradicted38

Fauci, but most news outlets covered it up.39 Senator Rand Paul is calling
for Fauci to face 5 years in prison for the crime of lying to congress.40



We must defeat vaccine passports or lose our country forever
Vaccine passports would enable the ultimate dystopia. Any citizen that
speaks against the regime could have their status changed to unvaccinated
to ruin their life. Or after people get used to routine boosters, they could
slip one in that sterilizes the majority of the population. Even if you trust
the current regime, realize that this apparatus will grow and be handed
down to future regimes that could be much worse.
History has shown us that we need to take this matter very seriously.
We need to fight much harder.

• Do not comply with vaccine mandates

• Never use a vaccine passport

• Be vocal and spread the truth

• Pass this pamphlet on to someone else

• Join the Pamphleteers at http://thepamphleteers.org
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